
     Meeting Minutes 

Milwaukee County 
Retirement Sustainability Taskforce (RST) 

March 29, 2018, 2:30 PM 
Milwaukee Area Technical College Room M616 

700 W State Street Milwaukee WI 53233 

Members Present: 

Ralph Hollmon, Waylon Hurlburt (via phone), Rep. Dale Kooyenga, Kerry Mitchell, Ron Nelson, David Sartori, Tim 
Sheehy, Julie Siegel, Greg Smith, Teig Whaley-Smith, CJ Pahl (for Scott Manske), and Jim Carroll (for Margaret Daun) 

Meeting called to order at 2:44 pm 

Item 1 Recap Wisconsin Retirement System Options 

Questions/Discussion: 

Q: Can you clarify the difference between a partial freeze and hard freeze? 
A: In a hard freeze there is nothing new in benefits (zero ERS benefits) and no transfer of years of service to the 
new system. This is why we are not using the term hard freeze for this project. A partial freeze may have transition 
credits or tiers into the new system. We want to get hard freeze out of our vocabulary. It means just closing down 
the system, and that is unfair and possibly illegal.  
 
Q: Does the transition count vesting? 
A: That is the assumption for these models, but it would require legislative/statutory changes in WRS system to 
accommodate. 
 
Q: Is there a model where we would want to consider offering buyouts? 
A: Certainly an option, the question is one of adverse selection (people with health issues may see it as a lower 
expected value to them). If the buyout benefits the employer, take-up is low, but if the benefit is to the employee, 
there is the possibility of being unable to cover the benefit. We will look at this more closely when we look at 
strategies for the unfunded liability later (May meeting). 
 
Q: Should we be showing all of the options both with and without previous liabilities so we can get a sense 
of what each option looks like going forward? 
A: Yes, we have asked Pew to do this and we’ll show the results at a future meeting. 



Item 2 Presentation by David Draine: Options for New Plan Design – Transitioning to a Defined Contribution Plan 

 Full presentation available at http://county.milwaukee.gov/RST 

Questions/Discussion: 

Q: The defined contribution models show only the ERS plan, and don’t include backdrop? 
A: These reflect the estimated normal cost. Defined contribution employees don’t get backdrop. 
The model assumes employment starts at 28 and ends at 65. Just the standard costs, not enhancements. 

Q: Is there a reason you don’t look at a model where the employer contributes X% and then a percent of the 
employees’ contribution? 
A: This is a simple model to start with. One of the challenges of modeling that is that you don’t know what 
employees will do. May be regulatory issues as well (private vs. public sector) 

Q: What is the appropriate target for a retiree? Depends on healthcare, home ownership status, etc. 
Currently, with Social Security, the level is about 105% of take home pay. 
A: As a point of reference: the military benefit is 50% of take home in retirement, or less. 

Q: Can we add military as well as WRS for comparison on the charts? Is there a comparison for federal 
employees that is accepted? 
A: One consideration is long vesting in the military, but we can look into it. 

Q: Is it possible to look at these graphs and bars and break out the employee vs. employer contributions? 
And what’s the average retirement benefit? Someone who makes $1 million/year will have different 
savings than someone who makes $50,000/year. 
A: Yes we can break it down by employer/employee contributions. Option 1A is mostly employee funded. In this 
example, lower income would get less because social security is covering less. Usually the same formula and 
parameters are used regardless of income. 

Q: We’re assuming 7.2% contribution rate. Can employees contribute more or less? 
A: The model fixes it at a minimum of 7.2%. The assumption is based on averages, but the actual number chosen 
will be a policy decision. 

Q: This introduces another level of variability? 
A: Yes, but for these purposes we set a floor (fixed contribution). 

Q: Never heard of a 401k plan that had a required contribution. This is a very odd plan. 
A: This is just a model. 

Q: What is the average tenure of a Milwaukee County employee? The defined benefit is only better for 
career employees. 
A: About 12 years, but it is dropping every year. 

Q: In the county budgeting process, we want to have a certain level of predictability. We have more of that 
with defined contribution plans right? And less with WRS. We’re shifting the risk, operationally.  
A: Generally, yes. Controlling our own destiny may lead to more uncertainty. WRS has a band, but defined 
contribution can have differences in each legislative cycle. Flexibility is nice, but it could be bad for employees to be 
at the whim of local politics. 
 

  

http://county.milwaukee.gov/RST


 
Q: From a process/operational perspective, if we do a defined contribution plan, how will it be serviced? A 
third party such as Fidelity or Vanguard? Or have our own? 
A: Not sure but there likely would be many interested parties. 
 

Notes: 

The next meeting will be Tuesday, April 24 at the same time and location.  
Hybrid plan models will be discussed. 

David Sartori announced he will be resigning from the task force in the first week of April. 

 

Adjourned at 4:14pm. 

 


